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By Gerald M. McCormack and Woodrow L. Cook 

An investigation has been conducted to determine the benefits 
obtainable by applying bow-Zatyer control to a 45O swepfforwamd 
wing-fuselage mmibination. Force and pressure-distribution data were 
obtained with and without boundary--layer control with various co&i- 
nations ofleading-edge and trailing4dge flaps. 

The results showed that with suction e.pplied,for a flow coefficient 
of 0.012, the occurrence of separation was postponed from a lift coef- 
ficient between 30 and 50 peticent of the maximum to a Hft coefficient 
between 78 and 93 percent of the maximum. As a result, improvements 
were effected in the longitudinal characteristics in the high-Lift- 
coeffioient range. Aerodynamic--center travel W&B reduced to an insig- 
nificant amount until just prfor to maximum lift (in contrast to a 
rearward movement follmmd by a forward movement when suction was not 
applied). Drag coefficients were reduoed in the high-lift-coefficient 

' range by as much as 56 to 62 percent (dependent upon the configuration) 
when suction was applied. 

The most effectual location of the auction slots was found to be 
at the wing-fuselage juncture over the forward part of the upper surface 
of the wing: Thus, for the plain wing, the forward edge of the slot 
coincided with the leading edge of thewing; and, for thewing witha 
leading-edge flap deflected, the forward edge of the slot was located 
opposite the hinge line of the flap. 

. 
Pretious investigations of highly swept wings at moderate and high 

lift coefficients have shown that undesirable characteristics are cause2 
by separation occurring relatively early over the outboard area of swept- 
back wings or the inboard area of sweptcforwerd wings. Sime this 
eeparatfon pattern is, to a large &ent, the result of the spamise flw 
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of the boundary layer, it suggested that the application of boundary- 
layer control might yield substantial improvements in the charaoterc 
ietios of highly swept wings. Accordingly, research was undertaken to 
determine the improvements obtainable by applying boundary-layer control 
to a 45' swept-forward wing. 

1 

Fundamental flaw studies were first made to determine the underlying 
causes of the faulty oharacteristics of the 45O swept+foJward wing and 
provide a groundwork for applying boundary-layer control. The results of 
these studies were reported in reference 1. It was shown that at a 
moderate lift coefficient (CL 2 0.55) the aerodynamic center shifted 
rearward (from 0.26T to 0.43c), the drag inoreased at a rapid rate, but 
no lift was 108-t. These ohanges were attributed to turbulent separation 
over the trailing edge of the inboard sections of the wing. Withina 
short lift-coefficient range (CL = 0.75) the aerodyne&o center shifted 
rapidly forward (from 0.438 to d.O5=), the drag increased at an even 
faster rate, and the lift-ourve alope began to decrease. These changes 
were the result of separation fram the leading edge. Ichue, although a 
form of turbulent sep&ation occurred first, the primary cause of section 
stall and of the more serious of the undesirable wing oharacteristics was 
a relatively abrupt separation.from the leading edge. 

Since it is possible'to control leading-edge separation to a 
oonsiderable extent by modifying the contour of the leading edge, an 
investigation was next made to determine the extent to which lead3ng-edge 
separation could be delayed by means of various modifications. The results 
of-this inveetigation were reported in reference 2. Itwas found that a 
plain, full-span, leadwdge flap delayed the occurrence of both leading- 
edge and turbulent eeparation. 

Separation still occurred, hwever, at a moderate lift coefficient. 
Therefore, in order to improve further the characteristics of the swept- 
forward wing, boundary-layer control by au&ion was ahplied through slots 
variously located in the wing and fuselage of the 45’ swept+forward wing 
which was mounted on a fuselage of fineness ratio 10. The results of 
this investigation conducted in the Ames k&by 804oot wind tunnel with 
the same large-ecale wing previously used are presented herein. 

COEFFICIENTS AID SYMBCIS 

!lhe data are presented in the form of standard INCA coeff iofenta 
and symbols, which are defined in the following tabulation: 

- 
a mean-line designation m 

a.0. aerodynamic center measured in percent chord aft of leading edge 
of themeanaerdy-namic chord . 
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wing span, feet 

local chord, feet 

mean aerodymmic chord , feet 

section lift coeffioient (s C t 
1 

z 0 
P dx COB u - ; 

s 
P dz sin a 

0 > 

drag coeffic1en-t 
( > 

draR 
@  

lfft co&Y icient 
( > 

lift 
-F 

pitahingement coefficient 

flow coefficient & 
0 

free-stream static pressure, pour& per square foot 

local static pmssure, pounds per equare foot 

pressure coefficient (Pi- '> 
free-stream dynamic pressu28, pounds per square foot 

quantity of flow at free+tresm conditions, cubic feet per 
second . 

Reynolds number 

wing area, square feet 

maximum thickness of local section, feet 

freHtrem veloofty, feet per second 

o~ordwise coordinate parallel to the plane of sym.&ry, feet 

spamise coordinate perpendicular to the plane of symmetry, feet 
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z vertical coordinate to airfoil contour perpendicular to chord 
line, feet 

a angle of attack of chord plane of basic wing, degrees 

Sf angle of deflection of split flap, positive d ownward, degrees 

s, angle of deflection of leading-edge flap, positive 
d-m, degrees 

V kinematic viscosity of air, square feet per second 

MODEL 

The geometric oharacteristios of the 45O swep-trfomard wing-fuselage 
oonibination are shown in figure 1. 
forwexd 45’, 

The quarteMhord line was swept 
the aspect ratio was 3.55, and the taper ratio was 0.5. 

There was no twist, incidence or dihedral. The wing sections were 
constant across the span and were NACA 64lAll-2, a = 0.8 (modified) 
sections perpendioular to the quarteMhord line. 

The blower used for supplying suction wss housed in the fuselage. 
For some of the tests,an extension was added to the exhaustipipe diffuser 
in order to decrease the exit losses and, hence, to enable higher flow 
quantities to be obtained. A photograph of the wing-fuselage combination 
mounted in the wind tunnel is shown in figure 2. 

The flap arrangements used o? the model are shown in figure 3. The 
wing was equipped with-a full-span leading-edge flap and a ptial-span 
trailing-edge flap. !Iheleading+M.geflapwas hingedaboutthe 12.5 
percent-chord line (of sections perpendicular to the quarter-chord line) 
on the lower surface of the wing. The transition surfaoe between the 
upper surface of the flap and the wing when the flap was defleoted had 
a radius of curvature equal to the radius about the hinge line. The 
trailing-edge split flap was a 0.588~span flap hinged about the 82.2- 
percentrchord line (of sections perpendicular to the quarteMhord line) 
on the lower surface of the wing. 

The prinoipal slots used for boundary-layer control in these tests 
were cut in the side of the fuselage at the junuture of the fuselage and 
upper surface of the wing. The various configurations of these slots 
are ehown in figure 4. Other boundary-layer control slots and devioes 
that were tested are show-n in figure 5. 

Pressure orifices were positioned over the upper and lower surfaces 
of four streamwise sections. They were located at 20.9 percent, 28.1 
percent, 57i4 percent, and 85.0 peruent of the eemiapan. The chordwise 
positions are tabulated in table I for the two leading--edge configurations. 

. 

. 

. - 
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Forde tests, pressure4is~ibution measurements, and tuft studies 
were mde through the angle-of-attack range at zero sideslip. The data 
were obtained mainly at an airspeed of 63 miles per hour, oorresponding 
to a Reynolds mmiber of 6.1 x 10e, although some tests were made at an 
airspeed of ll0 miles per hour (R = 10.6 x lo=). The tests were made 
at a relatively low speed in order to obtain higher flou coeffioienta for 
the boundary-layeMontro1 investigation. 

Standard turmel-xsll corrections for a straight wing of the same 
srea and span as the BweptcPorward wing have been applied to ax@-f- 
attack and drag-coefficient data. This procedure wan followed since a 
brief analysis indicated that tunnel-wall corrections were approximately 
the same for straight and swept wings of the size under consideration. 
The corrections are as follows: 

cut= 0.74 0, 

ac, = 0.013 CL2 

The data were correoted for drag tares. The drag data for the tests 
with suction applied were, in addition, adjusted so as to give the same 
tin-l drag for those data as for the base data. Thie was done since 
data necessary for computing the net thrust of the blower were not 
obtained. Table II gives the increments of drag for each drag-coefficient 
curve. * . 

Pitching- nt tares were not applied sime they were not lmown 
with sufficient accuracy to warrant application. Indications sre that ' 
they are not of sufficient magaitude to affect materially the results of 
this report. The pitching-mcane nt ourves on all tie force teats were 
adjusted to have approxiz!ately neutral stability at the lower lift coef- 
ficients to enable better cozqsrison between the data. Table II shows 
the point about which the moments were t&en to give neutral stability 
in the linear portion of the pitohiog+nom nt curve for each of the 
curves. 

RESULTSANDDlXXlSSIOl'? 

The form of boundary-layer control primarily used wa6 that suggested 
by the results of reference 1. It was shown that the outboard sections 
of the swept-forward wing attained considerably higher msximm lift 
coefficients than the inboard sections. Thie was the result of apanwise 
flow in the boundary layer by which boundary-layer air was drained off 
the outboard area, but accumulated over the inboard area; in effect, a 
natural syertam of boundarg-layer control existed for the outboard 
sections. It was deduced that, if this natural system of boundary-layer 
control could be extended so ae to affect the entire wing instead of 
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only the outboard sectioqthe maximum benefits might be obtained for 
the least expenditure of power. Accordingly, suction slot8 were incorpo- 
rated in the region of the wing-fuselage juncture in order to prevent the 
accumulation of boundary layer over the inboard area. 

In the following discussion,the effects of motion applied at the 
wing-fuselage juncture will be discussed in regard to the force data 
(showing the over--allresults) and the pressure-distribution data (showing 
the flow conditions over the wing). The effects of various other 
looations of boundary-layelccontrol slots will then be briefly described. 
Lastly, an evaluation, in term of flight &formanue, of the benefits 
that can be obtained by applying boundary-layer control in such a manner 
will be made. 

Foroe Data 

Basic charaoteristioe.- The &araoteristics of certain basic 
configurations were determined before boundary-layer oontrol was applied. 
These included the wing alone (from reference 1) to provide a base for 
evaluatiikq the effect of a fuselage; the wing--fuselage ocraibination; the 
wing with a full-span leading-edge flap deflected 30° down, which was 
shown In reference 2 to offer substantial delays in the occurrenoe of 
leading-edge separation3 the wing with O.-pan split flaps; and 
various oombinations of the foregoing. A summary of the results follows: 

configu- 
ration 

1 CL*ep’ 1 & 1 Refez$eEiWe 

1.04 
1.12 
1.26 
1.29 
1.24 
1.40 * 

66 
7 87 
9 

lcLsep is defined aa the lift coefficient at 
whioh either form of separation, turbulent 
or leading-edge, first oaourred. 

Note: 

A. Wing alone 
B. Win-fuselage combination 
C. Wingalpnewithfull-epanleading~dge flap 

deflected 30° down 
D. Wi*fuselage ocmbinationwith the full-span 

leading-edge flap deflected 30° dum 

. 
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L. Wing-fuselage comibinationwith thehalf- 
span split flap deflected 60' down 

F. Wi*fuselage oon.&ination with the full- 
span leading-edge flap deflected 30' 
downand thehalf-epansplitflap 
deflected 60° dawn 

The effect of the fuselage on the plain wing was to lower the first 
oucurrence of sepxration from a lift coefficient of 0.49 to a lift 
coefficient of 0.35. Moreover, with the fmelage on, deflecting the 
leading-edge flap caused no significant delay in the oumrrence of 
separation as ft did on the wing alone. Deflecting the leading-edge 
flap, however, imreaaed the mmimum lift coeffioient from 1.12 to 
1.29. With the split flaps deflected, a higher value of lift coefficient 
was reached before separation oucurred (CD%,~ was imreased from 0.35 to 
0.50 without leading4dge flap% and from 0.39 to 0.72 with leading-edge 
flaps), and alao a higher maximum lift coefficient wa% attained. 

Effect of suction through the most effective slot%.- The effeot of 
suction slots located over varfous region% of the wing and fueelage 
(fige.4 and 5) showed that by far the most effective region to apply 
suction wa% at the wing+fuselage juncture over the foPward part of the 
wing. (The detailed remits of these exploratory test% wfll be described 
later.) For the wing with no deflection of the leaddng--edge flap, the 
most effective slot, either with or without spl.It flap%, wa% an opening 
15 inchee long by 10.75 inches high with the forward edge coincident 
with the leading edge of the wing (fig. 4). With the leading--edge flap e 
deflected, the most effective slot was an opening 24.5 inches long by 
4.5 inohee high with the forward edge at the beginning of the transition 
between the lea ding-Age flap and'the body of the wing (fig. 4). A 
summary of the results with these two slots follow%: 

confi@h CQ c, Refer to figure 
ration number 

B 0.0121 0.92 1.18 0.06 10 
D .ol25 1.23 O:Z 1.4-O zl.l Ill 
E .ou8 1.14 .64 1.28 .04 I.2 
F .ol21 1=39 -6’1 1.50 x10 ‘ 13 

Hate: 
B. Wing-fuselage combination, l>dnoh by 10.75+rxh slot 
D. Wing-fuselage ocmibination with the full-span leading-e&e 

flap defleoted 300 down, 24. -oh by k.+inch slot 
E. Wing--fuselage coMbinationwith the half-epansplitflap 

deflected 60~ down, l>inoh by 10.7+inch slot 
F. Wing--fuselage combinationwith the full-spanleading-edge flap 

deflected 30° down and the half-span split flap deflected 
60' down, 24.+inoh by 4.>inch slot 
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The primary effect of applying suction to any of the Configurations 
was to delay the occurrence of separation from a lift coefficient which 
was between 30 percent and 50 percent of the maximum to a lift coef- 
ficient whiuh was between 78 and 93 peqent of the maximum. The maximum 
lift ooefficient was increased only a small amount. (For these tests the 
maximum power input to the blower was approximately 300 hp.) 

As a consequence of delaying separation, substantial reductions were 
effected in drag coefficients and aerodynami c-center travel (figs. 10, 11, 
l-2, and 13). The maximum reduotions in drag coefficient were between 56 
and 62 percent, dependent upon the configuration. For all configurations 
with flaps deflected and suction applied, aerodynamia-center travel waa 
insignificant until just prior to the attainment of maximum lift coef- 
ficient; this was in contrast to the excessive rearward and forward 
shifts without suction. Thus, it 18 evident that considerable improve- 
ment can be obtained by applying suction at the wing4'uselage juncture. 

Effects of slot location.- Teets were made to determine the effects 
of the slot location~on the wing with the full-span leading4dge flap 
deflected 30°. Owing to the charaoteristics of the blower equipment used, 
the elot area and, hence, the slot length for a given width could not be 
decreased below a certain minimum. 

Startingwitha l.>inch-uide slotext&dingfromtheleadingedge 
to 82.5 percent of the local chord (fig. 14 (a)), it was found that no 
detrimental effects resulted from closing part of the slot forward of 
the junctionbetweentheleading~dgeflapandthemainpart of thewing. 
Likewise (fig. l&(b)), no detrimental effects resulted from closing the 
rear part of the slot fram a length of 114 inches-down to the minimum 
length of 32 inches. 

When the slot width was increased to 3 inches (fig. 15), there was 
an improvement in the wing charaoteriatice, commred to those with the 
l.>inch slot, due to the increased flow quantity. Ro significant effects, 
however,,resulted from cloeing the aft part of the slot from a length of 
42 inches down to the minimum of 24.5 inches. 

When the slot width was inureased to 4.5 inches (fig. l6), there wae 
again, due to the increased flow quantity, 
characteristics. 

anim$rovementi.nthewing 
A slight detrimental effect resulted when the slot 

length was deoreased from 24.5 inches down to the minimum length of 18 
inches. 

From the foregoing it is clear that the effective part of the slot 
is a relatively small region over the hinge line of the leading-edge flap. 
It wae in this region that, without suction, separation first oocurred. 
It can, therefore, be inferred that for other configurations the slot 
should be located over the region at which the leading-edge type of 
separation would first occur. Thus, for the tests in whioh suction was 
applied to the wing without the leading-edge flap, the forward edge of . 
the slot was located at the leading edge of the wing. 

. 
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Pressure Distributions 

9 

t 

The results of the tuft studies (fig. 17), which were shown in 
reference 1 to be olosely related to the pressure distributions, give a 
general picture of the effect of suction on flow conditfons over the 
Wing. In contrast to the slow progression of sepamtionwhich &m-ted 
at a icw angle of attack (a< 6.38) without suction, when suction was 
applied there was no evidence of separation until an angle of attack 
greater than 20.g" was reached. 

Pressure distributions for various configurations of the swept- 
forward wing with and without suction sxe shown in figures 18, 19, 20, 
and 21. A comparison is made In ffgure 22 of the pressure distributions 
with and without suction for a typioal se&ion, the streamwise section at 
20.weroent s&span. Without suction, at an angle of attack of 16.70 
the pressures were not recovering normally to the traKUng edge, and the 
negativepreseurepeakatthehdnge line of theleading-edge flapwas 
beginning to dearease. With suction applied, oomplete pressure recovery 
was obtained up to angles of attack of about 18.8O. At about 18.80, the 
suction peak over the upper eurfaoe opposite the hdnge line of the 
leadingedge flap began to decrease, dndicating that local separation 
was occurring over this area but apparently was followed by reattached 
flow. At angles of attack above 20.g", the suction peak at the leading 
edge began to decrease and the se&ion began to lose lift. 

The influence of both the natural spanrise boundsry-layer drain and 
the boundary-layer control exerted through the slot at the wing-fuselage 
juncture oan be seen in the eectfor+lift characteristics (fdg. 23) which 
were obtained by integrating the pressure distributions. Without suction, 
the mximum section-lift coefficients varied from 0.96 at 20.+=percent 
semispan to 1.75 at 57.4-9ercent semispan. This, as discussed in 
reference 1, indicated that boundmy layer was drained off the outboard 
sections and enabled these sections to attain considerably higher lift 
ooeffioients than oould be obtained by the same section in tw&dmensional 
flow. The inboard sections, however, owing to the aocumulation of . 
boundary layer, had mmimm lift coefficients t&&were mob lower. 

With suction applied, the stall of the section at 2O.wercent 
semIspan, however, was delayed from an angle of attack of about 14.5O to 
an angle of attack of about 20°. This corresponded to an increase in 
mximm se&ion lift coefficient from O;g6 to 1.56. Thus, the applioation 
of suction enabled this inboard section to attain about 62 percent more 
lfft. The stalling angles and maximum lift coefficients of the outboard 
sections were not greatly changed. 

From the foregoing it is evident -that if suction is applied at the 
wing+fuselage juncture in such a manner as to prevent the accumulation of 
boundary layer over the inboard area, separation over the inboard sections 
will be delayed and a postponement of separation over the entire wing 
will result. 
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Other Systems of Boundmyayer Control 

MACA RMAgKO2a 

Tests were made with various slots distributed along the span of the 
wingamiinthefuselage. Figures 24, 25, and 26 show the results of 
applying suction through the single slot that gave the best results a.nd 
through a oombination of all slots of the same series. Shown also in 
figure 26 are the effects of boundary-layer skimmer plates which were 
intended to prevent any possible deleterious effeats which might result 
from a combining of the fuselage boundary layer with the wing boundary 
layer. It is apparent that these systems of b omdary-layer control are 
ineffective. 

Effects of Boundaryayer Control 
on Airplane Performmae 

An analysis has been made to determine the improvements in flight 
performance (as contrasted to the improvements in longitudinal stability 
previously discussed) that are obtainable by applying suction at the 
wing-fuselage juncture of an airplane having a 45O swept-forward wing. 
The longitudinal characterietics of the airplane, with and without 
suction, were taken to be the same as those obtained for the test model. 
The airplane was assumed to be powered by two turbojet, engines having 
statio thrust ratings of 4000 pounds each;1 wing'loadings were assumed to 
be 75 pounds per square foot for tske-opf and 45 pounds per square foot 
for landing. 

The suction required for the boundary-layer oontzolwas assumed to 
be supplied by the ccmpressore of the turbojet engines. This would 
require that a portion of the intake air for the turbojets be drawn from 
the high-velouity region over the upper surface of the Wing. There is a 
question whether or not drawing off intake air in euoh a mannerwould 
lower the performam e of the turbojet engine since losses in ram pressure 
would likely result. Judging from these tests, however, the losses would 
appear to be quite small. With the orude duoting used in these tests, a 
pumping pressure ratio of 1.07 was required; furthermore, the air flow 
required for boundary-layer control (approximately 30 lb/mm) would 
constitute only a portion of the total Inlet air for the turbojet engines 
(approximately 14.C lb/eec). In the following analysis, therefore, turbojet- 
engine performance was assumed to be the same either with or without 
boundary-layer control. 

The performanoe items effected by applying the kindof boundary-layer 
control disuussed her&n are those at high lift coeffioients: &kg-off 
and climb to 50 feet, and wng approaoh and la&dug. Other perfomance 

lNet thrust was computed by using the procedure and &arts given in 
reference 3. Pressure losses in the duoting system were assumed to 
be 0.15 of the inlet velocity head. 
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ita.la - IX-t8 Of Cl=, C8im, JX3g8, lUSX= Speed -are unaff8Cted . 
sin08 they occur at relatively low lift coeffioients before signfficant 
amounts of sepamtion occur over the wing. 

Based on the presupposition that no significant amount of separation 
over the wing can be tolerated during flight,2 the low+peed performance 
of the airplane with and without boundary--layer control can be cmpared: 

Flight condition 
Take-off1 

Ske-off speed, miles per hour 
Ground-m-q dfstame, feet 14,;: 

170 
4,020 

Distance to clfnib to 50 feet, 
feet 1, -PO 960 

Total distance, feet 16,100 4,980 
Land- I 

Approaoh speed, miles per hour 265 
SinkTng speed, feet per second 3’c 
Contact speed, miles per hour 169 A 

'The leadimg-edge flaps are deflected for takmff. !ikke- 
off is assumed to be made at a speed 10 percent greater 
-Ehantheminlnorm. Ground-man distance was calculated by 
the mathod of reference 4; distame to olinib to 50 feet 
by the method of reference 5. 

2The leading-edge flaps are defleoted for the approach; both 
leading-e and split flaps are defleoted for lsnding. 
Following the findings of reference 6, approach speed is 
assumed to be 25 percent greater than the minimm speed; 
ground contact is assumed to be made at a lift coefficient 
whioh is 85 percent of the n. Rote that th8 rmxdJJ.mm 
permissible sinking speed, acoording to refer&me 6, is 
25 feet per second. 

It is evident that large improvements can be obtained in low-speed 
performmoe by applying boundary-layer control. These, of course, are 
in addition to the tiprovements in longitudinal stability. 

'If separation were tokrated over the wing, all it8ms of low-speed per- 
formance oould be considerably Improved due to higher lift coefficients 
available and, aonsquently, lower flight speeds. This involves 
oonsiderations, however, such as longitudinal stability and oontrol 
which are not within the saope of this discuss-fan. Hence, comparisons 
are limited only to flight conditions for whioh there would be no signif- 
icant amount of separation over the wing. Accordingly, the maximma 
usable lift coefifcient is taken to be the lift coefficient at which 
separation begins to cause appreciable change in force charactekistios. , 
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Th8 results Of a Wind-tUnne1 inV88tigation oonduoted to determine 
the b8IBfitS obtainable by applying boundary-layer COntZOl to a 45O 
sweptrfommd wing-fuselage uosibination are summr fzed as follows: 

'Ibe occurrenae of sepa,mtion over the wing yas delayed substar+ 
tially by applying boundary-layer control. With no bOUIKkt?y-layer 
oontrol, separation occurred at a lift coefficient that Was between 
30 and 50 p8TC8n-t; Of the llE~XimK& dependent UpOn the COUfigUZBtiOn. 
In contrast, with boundary-layer control, separation did not occur until 
a lift CO8ffiCi8nt between 78 and 93 percent Of the maximum was reached. 

Corr8sponding imprOV8MentS in the lOZlgitUdiIla1 ChaY'aOteristiCS 
were obtained. A8rO~C-Cent8r t?L'aV81 was reduced to au inSignifiCant 
amount until just prior to the attaiament of maximum lift, in contrast 
to the rearward folloWed by large forward movements of aerodynamic 
center without boundary-layer control. tiag CO8ffiCi8ntS WeI-8 reduced 
by as ranch as 56 to 62 percent, dependent upon the confimtion. The 
maximum lift coefficients were not greatly increased. 

me most effectual location for suction slots for boundary-layer 
Control On th8 45O sWep+-forward Wing Was found t0 b8 at the Wing- 
fUS8&lg8 jUllCtUr8 OV8r the forward part Of the Wing: T!tlus, with no 
leading-edge flap, the forward edge Of the Slot coincided With the 
leading edge of the wing; and, with the leading-edge flap deflected, the 
forward edge of the slot was located at the beginning of the transition 
between the flap and the Wing. 

Ames Aeronautical Laboratory, 
National Advfsory Ccnnmittee,fOr A8rOnaUtiC8, 

Moffett Field, Calif. 
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TABLE1 

ZOCATIOBB OF PREsm OIUFICES 

7 
Orifice 
number 

1 
2 
2 
5 

? 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 

2 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 

Plainwing 

User Lower 
surface SurfaC8 
pement peroent 

shard chord 

0 
-25 
95 

1.0 
1.5 
2.5 

;:,' 
7*5 

20.0 
30.0 
40.0 

z-i . 

CE 
go.0 
97.5 

-- 
-- 
-- 
-- 
-- 

-- 
0.25 

-5 
1.0 
1.5 
2.5 

go5 
7.5 

20.0 
30.0 

g:i 

70:o 

$:: 
97.5 

-- 
-- 
-- 
-- 
-- 

1 Leading 
defleoi 

upper 
surfaoc 
perceni 

chord 

0 
-06 
023 
-9 

1.0 
1.02 
2.66 

ix 
8136 

10.75 
13.25 
15.0 
15.88 
20.0 
30.0 
40.0 
50.0 
60.0 
70.0 
80.0 
go.0 
97.5 

-8 f&p 
I 30° down 

Lower 

surface 
peroent 

chord 
-- 
0.38 

-67 
1.22 
1.75 
2.79 
3.8 

57';; 
10:17 
15.0 
20.0 

22: 
50-o 
60.0 
70.0 
00.0 

F7:: 
-- 
-- 
-- 

, 
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TABIan: 

DRAGINCFBIEN'B AIDM- -mED 
WFORCXDA!I!A 

Figure 
nmiber 

: 

; 

; 
10 
ll 
ll 
11 
12 
13 
13 

&a) 
Ma> 
14(a) 
lb(b) 
14(b) 
15 
15 
15 
16 
24 
24 
24 
25 
25 
26 
26 
26 
26 
26 

Flow 
mefficient 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

.ol21 
0 

l 093 

.ol25 

-0118 
0 

.Ol2l 
-(JO92 
.ol25 
.ol24 
*old23 
-(JO69 
.0060 
-0092 
.ooyg 
-0103 
-0~76 
-0040 
-0045 
90053 
-0045 
l 0055 

0 
*cm&! 
.OlOO 
-0113 

0 

Incrementof 
drag coef- 
ficient added 
to each curve 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

-0113 
0 

-0008 
.cxx35 
.01og 

0 
,012 
.0020 
-0089 
l 0055 
-0052 

-.0021 
-.0036 

l 0l.21 
-0002 
-0021 

-.0021 
l 0Q32 
,003 
-00 6z 
.0038 
.0070 

0 
-0215 
-0356 
-0469 

0 

Mcment 
aenter 
looation -4 bercent F) 

14.1 

E-2 
20:4 
E-3 
22.1 
22.1 
22.1 
12.8 
15.2 
15.9 
15.0 
19.8 
21.5 
20.4 
20.4 
15.4 
15.4 
14.2 
14.2 
15.9 
14.8 
14.8 
14.8 
15.8 
14.0 
14.6 
15.0 
15.6 
14.7 
15.2 
15.0 
14.6 
14.7 
15.0 



. 
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8 

h cn t- 
t I 

I I i \ A--CL,-- 

. I I \d- 

Q ~0.8 (modiied 

Areu 
Aspect ratio 
Tuper rot/o 
Twist 
/nc/dence Addit/ona/ 

diffuser 

I 1 i 

4.96’ 

-slm%on #of-/ 

345.46 sq. ff. 
3.55 
Q5 
O0 
0” 

Figufe / . - Geomeffic chufucfefisf/cs of fhe 45 O 

swep f- fo f wuf d wing- fusehge combhufion. 



. 



, I 

I 

I I 

Figure 2.- ‘l&e 45’ awept-forward w$zg4~1eLage ocdhation ia the Ames hO- by moot tini tmnel. 
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- .558&L2- 

\ 

\ 

\ 

Figwe 3. - F/ap afrungements used on fhe 45O swept-forward 

wing-fuse/age combhution . 



IVACA RM A9KC2a 

/O-7.5-by/!Sinch suction slot for p/ah wing section 

Length varied from f8.00” to 42.00* 
Height varied from 3.00” to 4.50” 

- 

3-d4.5-in& suchon dois tbf wing witi 
/etnfing - edge fkp . 

sYot7 ,P L g~~gth vor/ed from 32.00” to 124.00 ” 

/.SGnch suction s/o& for wing with /eading -edge 
flop 

-557 

Figure 4. - Sucfion s/ofs at fhe wing-fuse/age juncfure used 
for boundary-/uyer conffoi on the 45” swept-forwuftt whg- 

fusehge combinufion . 

--. - 

. 
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. 

23 

.3som 

.26Ob& 

. I38h4? 

LeadbIg-sdge flap 

.pOOb/2 

.16Ob/e 

.t78b& 

. /36&Z w 
4 

F-&e 

suction slots nofmaf 
to 0.25 chord line 

Suction sfofs normuf 
to windsffrem 

Annufar suction slots in fuselage 

Section A- A 
IEnfargedl 

Boundary- foyer p/ate 

F&we 5. - Miscdhmeous types of boundmy-hpr confro/ de&es used on * 
fhe 45" swept-forwmd Wing-fUS&g8 combhm'ion. 



o .I .2 .3 .4 .5 .6 2’ .8 .O&? .04 0 -.04 -.08 -.I.? -AS 
hug coeffklent , G,, fftcbhg-moment coeffichf , CR 

-4 0 4 16 20 24 28 32 
an& off20itock , a, dw 

F&m? 6.- The effm of tie fuselage on He lo@uo’M ctkrxW&s of the 45” swept- 
fonwd tihg , Rtyno/ds nmber , /O,SOU, 000. 

. 



I 1 
, . 

.3 4 d 6 .7 .8 .08 .04 0 -# -M :I2 -16 
Drag coef&W, 6 lW&&mnt coeff~h9nt, Cm 

-4 0 4 8 C I6 20 24 28 2 
Angh9 of atlock, Q, deg 

Fi Z-73e effecf of a fulhptm hoding-edge fhp oWected 30” obwn on thw /ongifuuda/ chor- 
ochrishcs of lyle 45” swept-forward hg-he/age combhatlbn . RtyMs number, /0,600,000. 



.8 

U’& d b 

-. 2 
0 .I .2 .3 .4 5 .6 9 .8 .w 0 -.w 49 -J2 -.Ri 

Dmg coetificht, Go fjtchhg-moment coeft%lent , G, 
-4 0 20 24 28 32 

A& of” uttct$ , olfi deg 

15&m 8 ,- The effects of 0.558~s,otm spll flaps okflecfed 60” dowpl on He kqPu&al 
chanxte&ics of the 45’ swept- forwurd w&g-fuselage combinaton . Diffuser aftached. 
Repo/ds number, S,kW,OOO. 

. . c 



1.6 

-2 I 
0 .I .2 ..3 .4 .5 .6 .7 .8 .a3 .w 

[ 61 ygy 1 
0 ~04 -.08 -I.? 43 

Dug coeffmt, c, b-n#xnenl ..- 

-4 0 4 A& 

&-&&-& 

20 
af 

‘%ck,a, I6 24 
deq 

28 32 

F&w 9 .-The effects of VGWOUS spit flap deflecllons on A% iongijwkel chmvcteristks of the 
45” swept+md wing-fhsehge comWh w?b a fuhpan liwhg-e&e fftq abfhded 30” 
down. Reynolds number, /O,6OO,ooO . 



66( 
I I I I I I 1 

Slol ched (flg.8 ) - - 6’ 
ts-&/onYh dot + .Ol2l 

Drag coMcien#, t& 

-4 0 4 20 24 ES 32 

fii~m IO.- Th effects of suction Aha@ the /5-by/O.7Shch SW on the tong&W cbm- $J 
octerkhts of the 45'5wept--forward wrhg-tbsehge cam%mtion. Diffuser ottffched. Rep + 
nolo3 nmber, 6,lC+9,000. 

B 

. L . . 



24.5~bv4.5-h. s& + 0125 

Figure II .- 7% efhts of suction tiroqgh the 24.Sby4.5-ihcf~ slot m  Ihe hn#u&u/ charoc- 
ferikks of the 45°swept-hrword mhg-fuselage mnbinothn wh% a full-span lea&g-&ge 
flq defhscted 30’ dbwn. Diffuser attached. Reynolds number, S ,AW,ooO. 



-4 0 4 16 20 24 28 32 
AI?@ ,“f Ott%, 11, deg 

figun9 I2 .- 77/e efhcfs of suctfon though He &by lo175-hch sht on the hmgihi#nd char- 
acteristics of the 45°swe~-forword wingfuselqe combihotim wi# 0.558-m JEpln flops 
t&%&d 60’ dorvn. cllifvser ottoched. Remk& number, S,#tmI 

. 



ti 

I.6 

0 

-.2 
0 .4 5 B .7 32. -.I6 

-4 0 4 8 20 24 28 32 

Figa#e /3.-nie effects of suMon through the 24.5-by 45&h srbr on the longitudinal chpmc- 
fer1M2s of the 45” swept-tkwmd whg-fuseloge can/Mtlon I&? o Jull-span IeooXw-edge flop 
&fl&ed 30” down and 0.558-sgan sp# ffaps &f&ted 60” obwn. lAWuser &xhed. Rey- 
twkis number, 6,100,iAWI 



.- 0 .I .2 .3 .4 .5 .6 .08w 0 -I94 -m 712 -16 
Dmg coeffidanf , 4 Pechbg-moment coefrxYk#, c, 

-4 0 4 I6 20 24 28 32 

Fgure /4.-The effects of letqth of the l.5-i/rc/, s&ion s/o/s on /he tbngMu/ circlvasteristiks 
of t& 45’ smpt-forward wiw-fuselage combinaft9n wM u frs/qtm kud.&g-e@e flap a&- 
fltxted 30’ down. Diffuser attuched. Reynolds nun&, S,lOO,,ooO. 

* I . . l 



I . l . I 1 

/.Sl I I 

0 \ / 

-% .I .2 .3 ,4 .5 ,6 .7 .08 I24 0 -04 -08 -.I2 -. 
w-s cm 

36 

Drw c-, CD 
-4 0 4 8 12 16 2V 24 28 2 

Angle of &ck, a, deg 

0) Rem port of dot crbsetf df, 

F&m /4.- CHeti. 



I.0 
siws lTib.wd(~ft) -- 
24.5-ty4.5-h-l.sh3tft&7./I~ ---- 

.8 

.6 

i4Y 1. I 
2’ 

4' I R I I 
I 

I 

.6 .08 .04 
Dmg CoefriJcknf, c, pitching-moment &ffi&nt, C, 

-4 0 4 8 I2 I6 20 24 28 32 
Angh of atimk , a, dag v 

Fiipre 15. - The effect of hmg# of the 3-hch s&ion slots on the Ibngitidhal cbatmkrisfis 
of the 45” swtpf - forward hg- fuse&e combhoti~ b&h o h/l- qmn leodihg- edge f&p de- 
ti’tvted 30” down. Diffuser ottached. Repot’ds number, 6, MO, 000. 

, . I . 



.ws .?hut~.ll) -- 0 
MS445h sm&lf)---- .0093 

4 .aO?S 

-4-O 4 8 I2 t6202428= 
. . A@ of at’tac&, a,deg A@ of at’tac&, a,deg 

Fiire /LT.- The efi%#S of I&@ of #e 4.~t&h such??t~ ,hts on the /~ih&na/ choPocter/SH Fiire /LT.- The efi%#S of I&@ of #e 4.~t&h such??t~ ,hts on the /~ih&na/ choPocter/SH 
of fhe 45O swept-forwmd whg-tie@8 combati~ with a fuh%pm t’euding-edge tkp deflected of fhe 45O swept-forwmd whg-tie@8 combati~ with a fuh%pm t’euding-edge tkp deflected 
3v dam * 3v dam * Diffuser atfached. Reynolds tnvnber, 6$W,Ui?O. Diffuser atfached. Reynolds mnnber, 6$W,&X?O. 

G G 

I I 



L6 
Ab slrhrm 

0 
0 .2 .4 .6 a = 6.3* a =f6.7* a-20.8* a * 21.8’ 

c; 
0 816 24 32 

0 .2 .4 .6 0 -.a 
4 Q  

0 8 16 24 S2. 
0 

as6.3’ a-/6.8* a =20.9* a = 22.0’ 

(b) Sucfim q@htf, c, = 0.01’25 

. r . 
- 
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Lh&gpd qmbol.. ii&cute 
wef swfke 

Ebgged gmbok h!!aie 
laser Mace 

-.8r 

CXwoWse sb%on , .7A 

figure /8 .-Chordwise pressure d iSM&Ms for fhe 45” 
swepf - fofward wing- firse/oqe combhuf~on . hyndds 
am&w, D,600,000. 
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l 

-40 
&flagged qmbols hdcuie 
wer surkace 
R&red symbok lndicde 
lower slarbce 

l 

.8 

(b) a= 6.3”. 

f7gure 187 Confhxmf . 
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-6 
-5 
-4. 

-4’ 

-3. 

-40 

1 
-2. 

5.2 

4 

I 

6 

8 

A 
-32 

0 -l.S&, 

Fkgged symbols ii!ate 
lower surface 

- - 

.BL 
(cl a= l2.5”. 

figure 18 .- Cmtihued . 
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. 

- 48r 

Lh’7agged symbols hai&& 
tpptr surfi7ce 

Ragged symbols ind/cah 
lower surhce 

.%anw&e 

figure 18 .- Confhued . 
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-8 

-7 

ChardwIse 
.BL 

Abgged symbol hf.!.& 
kmwswface 

z$anwise 
sfafiorI,2yh 
20.9% 

(e) a= 16.7”. 
figure 18 ,- Confhued . 
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-8.8 

I -8.0 

Lhflagged symbol indicoie 
clqoev=-- 

flagged symbols indimh 
lower sunIac8 

-1.6 
$ 

. 

a 

. 

.- -- 

Cborokise sf& , x/c 

(I’/ a--= 20.7”. 

figure 18 .- Confriwed. 

-- 

. 
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-IL2 

I 

JO.4 

-86 

-8.8 

-80 

-22 

-64 - 

-56 z. 

LMffgged symbo/s hkafe 
qper swface 

l%gged qymkv!s im!!afe 
lower sut7ke 

k-52t I I -.8t?7-i- 

I\ .P /. - .6 .8 10 

.81v 
‘. chrwdwise sfof/on, x/c 

(g)a = 24.8”. 

Figure 18 .- CaMhued. 
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8 
-. 8 

0 

6%) cY=28.8O. 

Figure /8.- ConaWed. 
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-3.2 

-2.4 

t -/.6 

-16 

L.b&gged qmbok fMkate 
ypef sun?ace 

fkgged sym5ofs hdicafe 
lower smt7ce 

f 
g 
& 
$ 
h 

0 0% 

.8 - 

(al a = 0.1”. 

Figure 19 .- Chofdwlse presswe db%wf/ons fbr h?e 45”swepf- 
forward w/ng-fUse/uge ccmbhufim wifh u ful/-qum lead- 
ing edge f/up defiecfed 30” down . Reymlds number, 

’ /O,SOO,W. 
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. 

4 hoTkate UnrMggeed sym504 
upper surface 

Ragged symbak lndkate 
fewer surhce 

-2.4 

-L6 

-.8 

A.6 

-.8 

. -/.6r 

.BL 
CWse slbtion, x/C 

_ -- 

_: 
: . 

(6) a = 6.3”. 

Figwe 19 .- Confinued 
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LMlqed symhk ihokark 
upper su&ce 

-2.4 
Ragged. @m&ok h&ate 
/oner suhce 

ChoroWse sh7fion , xk 

figure 19 .- Cbfffhued. 
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&flogged symbols /ndko@ 
upper surface 

-24. 
8n 

Hogged symbois hdkafe 
lower surtbce 

-32 

. I  

(a’) u-=/4.6”. 
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ihfiaggeo’ symbol Mkoh 
umr surface 

Flagged symbok /i&k& 
lower s&-f- 

(e) a = /6.7”. 

Rgure 19 .- Conthueed. 
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Lhflugged sym&/s indica& 
kppef &ace 
fkrpged symbos Mktife 
knvef svrtbce 

. 

-3.2r 

4% 

-.8 

(f) a=20.8”. 

Figure 19 .- Coffthued 

-. 
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-96 
r 

-64 

I 

-56 

Lhfl&jged sgmbok rhoko~& 
dapper simbce 

-/.6 

t+ 

*nwise 
siwion, 2J& 
20.9% 

(g, a =24.9*. 

Figure i9 .- C&timed 
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-/0.4 

i 

-36 

I  

b 

-8.8t -64r 

. 

--LT.” iiizcyS@ 
20.9%. 

I 

. - 

Fk~uris 19 .- Conciuded . 
. 
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, 

-. 8r 

(al a= O./S 

Figwe 20 .- Chordwise pfesswe disfribuf~ons for fhe 45* 
swept -for word wing- fuse/ape combhufion wiffh sucfion 
fhfough fhe /5-by/O.75-inch s/of. Reyno/ds nuder, 
6> /OO,OOO . 
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. 

-4.q 

LMfugged wmbo/s hdfcufe 
upper surface 

f7ogged wmMs hdlcufe 
lower surtbce 

Spanuke 
s fafiwt,@Tb 

Chordwt’se sfufhn , x/c 

Figure 20.~ Confided . 
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-2.4 
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-6.6 

-4.8 

-4.0 

-3.2 

-2.4 
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> 

-4.t 

) 

-3; Lhffagged vbo/s indkofe 
upper surface 

-2.4 Hugged symbols /nd/cufe 
/owff surface 

I 

Spcvlwlse 

.6 .8 I.0 
C&ordw/se sfafion , ti 

Figure 20. - Con#inued . 
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-8.8 
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-7.2 

-5.6 
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-4.0 
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t 

-3.2 

-4.0 

-6.4 

-5.6 

-3.2 

-2.4 

- I.6 
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Figwe 207 Go~fhui~ . 
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Figure 20.~ Con f hyed . 
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Figure 20.- Confinued . 
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